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we have included new tools in chemkin that can be used to validate the input parameters of reaction mechanisms. these tools are available in the examine tab of the workflow tab in chemkin. they can be used to check the mathematical correctness of the reaction mechanisms. chemkin-pro is a chemical kinetics
simulator that models idealized reacting flows and provides insight into results before production testing. relying on testing alone for verifying chemical processes is prohibitive, given todays shortened design cycles. effective simulation is critical for cost-effective designs and gets your product to market faster. i have
updated iyers new janaf model to openfoam 1.7.x. in addition i have also updated the transport model. it now handles laminar viscosities of different species for temperatures up to 30000 k. the polynomials of the viscosities are still hard coded in the chemkin reader and contains only species which are interesting for

arc welding applications. the polynomials are calculated with the transport model of our research group. todays energy standards call for high yields, efficiency and quality with minimal byproduct or waste. ansys chemkin-pro is a chemical kinetics simulator that models idealized reacting flows and provides insight
into results before production testing. relying on testing alone for verifying chemical processes is prohibitive, given todays shortened design cycles. effective simulation is critical for cost-effective designs and gets your product to market faster. the last tab in chemkinlator is the time series tab. in this tab, one can

create a time series using the reaction network previously defined and saved in chemkinlator. all the parameters (or the ranges of their values) that are defined in the reaction network are scanned in a user-defined interval of time. thus, chemkinlator creates a new simulation for each value of the parameter. the user
can save the results of all the simulations in the form of an excel file that contains the time series of each reaction. once all the simulations are completed, the user can visually analyze the results to find which is the best performing reaction for a given experimental condition.
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CHEMcal KINetics SimuLATOR (Chemkinlator) is a graphical interface to help simulate chemical kinetics reaction mechanisms. The interface has a main window where the user can adjust the reaction mechanism with ease, and several other windows and tabs where the simulation results can be displayed. There are
several types of simulations that can be performed by Chemkinlator, either on a single species or all species or on homochirality of any type. A detailed view of how the simulation is performed is given in the Model section below. The menu bar at the top is split in two parts: the left part is used to add a new reaction,

while the right part allows the user to run a simulation of the system with a specific reaction mechanism. Chemkinlator assumes that the reactions in a closed reactor (i.e., a reactor without an inflow/outflow) happen at constant temperature. Nevertheless, a complex simulation with more complex reactions can be
executed by adding a new layer of tabs, which is visible at the top of the interface. Chemkinlator interface consists of several regions, and each region is subdivided in different tabs. First of all, Chemkinlator assumes that the reaction network can be written as a list of reactions happening in a closed reactor at a
constant temperature. Chemkinlator is layered on top of that and defines three different types of reaction dynamics (but see Model section). The first type is Numerical, and does not introduce any concept of cyclic dynamics; the reactions happen as they happen and, at each time step, the concentrations of the

species are computed. The second one is Theta P, and includes cyclic dynamics. The reactions happen as they happen, but periodically the concentrations of the species change. This is visualized by a dynamics where the reaction axis becomes a theta circle, and the species that are cyclically exchanged have a theta
phase. The third type is the dynamics Theta Q. The reactions happen as they happen, but the concentrations of the species change periodically. This is visualized by a dynamics where the reaction axis becomes a theta circle, and the species that are cyclically exchanged have a theta phase. Chemkinlator is the

interface that was developed thinking in the final user and trying to make it as user-friendly as possible. The main task of Chemkinlator is to solve, numerically, the differential equations related to chemical reaction mechanisms (reaction networks). 5ec8ef588b
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